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APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS VOLUME 74, NUMBER 26 28 JUNE 1999
Rapid cooling and magnetic field-induced cooperative effect
for the metastable quintet state in a spin crossover complex
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Our study shows that metastable quintet state of spin crossover complex@Fe~dpp!2~NCS!2] •py
~dpp5dipyrido@3,2-a:28,38-c# phenazine, py5pyridine! at low temperatures may be realized by a
rapid cooling. The relaxation from quintet state to singlet spin at low temperatures depends on the
both of time and previous history of the sample. The U-shaped dents of the magnetic effective
moment depending on the temperature after initial rapid zero-field cooling indicate an obvious
affection of magnetic field to the realization of singlet state in the transition range. The observations
for this sample are indeed consistent with the fact that cooperative effects play a very important role
in the spin transition. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!00426-X#
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The phenomenon of electron spin crossover, also kno
as spin transition, spin equilibrium, or spin trapping, has
veloped into an important area of contemporary coordina
chemistry as well as of applied physics over the last sev
decades since these materials have significant potentia
plications in molecular switching, memory storage, and d
play devices.1 The feature of spin crossover occurs in som
complexes of six-coordinate first-row transition metal as
result of the electron spin instability. For certain complex
the spin crossover can be induced by thermal ene
pressure,2 light irradiation3 @known as light induced excited
spin state trapping~LIESST!, and Reverse-LIESST# and soft
x-ray irradiation4 @soft x-ray induced excited spin state tra
ping ~SOXIESST!#. For an iron ~II ! complex, the singlet
state of Fe21 is a low spin~LS! state with spinS50, which
is the stable state at low temperatures. It also exists a
metastable quintet state with a high spin~HS! of S52. The
transition from the LS state to HS can be realized by LIES
or SOXIESST. Although it is in principle, possible to induc
such a HS metastable state at low temperatures by r
cooling, the phenomenon has only been successfully dem
strated in a few systems.5

Recently, a new kind of iron~II ! spin crossover complex
@Fe~dpp!2~NCS!2] •py has been fabricated.6 The structure has
been determined by x-ray diffraction to be ci
dithiocyanatobiscis-dithiocyanatobis~dipyrido@3,2a:28,38-c#
phenazine!, where the more extended aromatic ring is e
pected to show strong intermolecularp –p interactions to
enhance the cooperativity. The complex belongs to the f
ily of spin crossover complex@Fe~phen!2~NCS!2#~phen

a!Electronic mail: zhiyu@public1.ptt.js.cn
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51,10-phenanthroline!. The behavior of spin crossove
shows an abrupt temperature dependence with a very w
thermal hysteresis~about 60 K!, almost several hundred
times larger than@Fe~phen!2~NCS!2] does.7 The existence of
hysteresis, as proven in the previous works,1,8,9 establishes
that spin transition proceeds as first-order phase trans
and present of cooperative effects. In this work, we show
the realization of HS metastable state at low temperature
rapid cooling; the study of spin transition by controllin
speed of cooling or warming; and the influence from ma
netic field in the spin transition.

All magnetic measurements were performed in a sup
conducting quantum interference device~SQUID!. The mea-
suring procedure is as follows. The sample at room temp
ture was first loaded directly into the sample chamber at 5
within zero magnetic field. Twenty minutes was allowed f
the sample to reach thermal equilibrium before a 0.1 T fi
was turned on. The temperature dependence of the susc
bility was measured in three sequences; where~a! warming
up from 5 to 300 K in about 3 h;~b! cooling down from 300
to 5 K in about 7 h;~c! warming up again from 5 to 300 K in
about 3 h. The warming and cooling rates are essenti
constant in each sequence. Figure 1 shows the result of
temperature cycling for both susceptibility and calculated
fective moment per Fe ion for the three sequences of m
surements. After the initial rapid zero field cooling~ZFC!,
below 100 K a metastable HS state, instead of the normal
state, was realized. Increasing temperature in sequenc~a!
leads to an abrupt spin transition from HS to LS at about 1
K, followed by another sharp transition from LS back to H
at about 165 K. The susceptibility curve in the sequence~a!
therefore has a U-shaped dent, indicating the trappings
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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tween HS and LS states. The presence of HS metastable
at low temperatures indicates that the lattice structure in
state at room temperature is probably frozen by the ra
cooling, and that the rate of spin state conversion is relativ
slower than that of the structure change.5 Low temperature
HS metastable state induced by the rapid ZFC is reprod
ible. Scans in sequences~b! and ~c! confirm the two spin
trappings seen in~a!. In sequence~b!, cooling down the
sample does not induce the spin transition from HS to
until around 100 K, and the LS state is maintained at low
temperatures. In sequence~c!, warming up induces a singl
LS to HS transition at about 165 K. Note that the transitio
in ~b! and ~c! are both single processes, and they essenti
overlap with the U shape of curve~a!, establishing a strong
thermal hysteresis.

Close examination shows that in scan~a!, the spin tran-
sitions are not as sharp as those in~b! and~c!, also the values
of susceptibility are higher than that in the LS state. T
apparent gradual and incomplete trapping to the LS stat
scan ~a! is a manifestation of dynamic nature of the sp
transition. The melting of the HS metastable lattice into
LS lattice is not only temperature dependent, but also t
dependent. For example, at 100 K, the transition of HS to
needs about 1 h to reach equilibrium(vide post).But in scan
~a!, the total measuring duration from 100 to 165 K is le
than 40 min, and is too short to reflect a complete convers
of the HS state to LS state. In the subsequent cooling s
~b!, the same temperature range took about 2 h to complete,
therefore the LS state was much better established.

Figure 2 shows two examples of such spin relaxation
100 K, achieved by different processes. In the first meas
ment, the sample was zero field cooled to 5 K, turning o
0.1 T field, then warming up to 100 K. The measureme
~solid symbols! were made at 100 K after the temperatu
has been stabilized. In the second measurement, the sa
was cooled in the 0.1 T field from 300 K directly to 100
and measured again at 100 K~open symbols!. There is an
appreciable difference between the two curves as the re
ation from the warming process takes about 20 min lon
than the cooling one. Both of these measurements show
nificant deviation from the first-order kinetics. This is inde

FIG. 1. Dependence of the molar susceptibility~bottom! and effective
moment per Fe ion ~top! on temperature cycling in complex
@Fe~dpp!2~NCS!2] •py. The three sets of symbols represent different step
the cycle.
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consistent with the fact that cooperative effects are known
play an important role for spin transition processes in
solid.5,8,9 Fitting the curves to typical phase transition kine
ics, such as nucleation and phase propagation, turns out
very difficult, because it involves complicated functions
the HS phase concentration in the sample. In the pre
case, the cooperative effects are demonstrated by the di
ence between the U-shape curve in temperature scan~a! and
the thermal hysteresis loop formed in scans~b! and ~c!, as
well as the different relaxation behavior just shown. T
long-range order of predominantly like spins8 is probably
broken into domain-like structures by rapid cooling, thou
the Fe ion remains on high spin state. The domain forma
may be affected or perturbed by external conditions. The
fore the cooperative effects might be observed in stabili
tion of the spin state by external conditions such as magn
field.

There have been both experimental and theoret
works on the influence of a magnetic field to the sp
transition.10,11 In the @Fe~phen!2~NCS!2] complex, the transi-
tion temperature was found to be lowered by 0.1 K by a
plying a 5 Tfield, and a more significant shift11 was expected
in much higher fields. In the present system, the magn
field dependence of the spin trapping had also been stud
Figure 3 shows the U-shaped temperature scans of the

n

FIG. 2. The relaxation of HS state to LS state at 100 K for comp
@Fe~dpp!2~NCS!2] •py in two processes:~a! warmed up from 5 K after a
rapid zero field cooling and~b! cooled down directly from 300 K.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the molar susceptibility for comp
@Fe~dpp!2~NCS!2] •py measured in different magnetic fields after the initi
rapid zero-field cooling.
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ceptibility at various magnetic fields after the initial ZFC.
all cases, there is a U-shaped dent in the transition ra
~100–165 K!. However a stronger field induces more L
states in the temperature range. Our experimental res
agree to the predication of Sasaki,11 exhibiting spin state
stabilization on the influence of magnetic field. Note th
even in a 5 Tfield, the susceptibility of the compound from
the ZFC still has a higher value than that from the con
quent field cooling~FC! in scan ~b!. The reason may be
claimed in two points,~1! as the discussion of relaxation
100 K (vide ante),the rate of spin conversion of the sequen
~b! is faster than that of sequence~a!; ~2! but on the contrary,
the measuring rate of the sequence~b! is slower than that of
sequence~a!. In fact, the time factor outweighs the field fa
tor absolutely since a complete LS state was observed
Mössbauer effect6 for the sample at 80 K without magnet
field.

In order to see the effect of cooling speed and cool
field on the spin transition, we have performed the followi
experiments. In addition to the initial rapid ZFC~time t
520 min, field H50), we have performed rapid FC (t
520 min, H50.1 T!, slow ZFC ~t52h, H50), and slow
FC (t52 h, H50.1 T! individually before measuring the
spin transition. Here the ‘‘slow cooling’’ refers to coolin
the sample gradually down to 5 K over a 2 hspan, in contrast
to the rapid quenching previously mentioned. The tempe
ture dependence of the magnetic susceptibility was t
measured in the same way as in scan~a!. Interestingly, the
first three processes all led to a low temperature metast
HS state, whereas only the slow FC process led to a
temperature LS. The observation of the low temperature
states in both slow and rapid ZFC processes also indic
that the presence of magnetic field perturbs to the stabil
tion of metastable HS state. However, the magnetic fi
alone, as in the rapid FC case, is not sufficient to remove
metastable HS state. Only in the slow field cooling proc
can the magnetic field convert HS into the LS state bef
the structure is frozen at low temperatures.

All the above observations indicate that cooperative
fects play an important role in the spin transition since
cooperativity is associated with the fact that the equilibriu
geometries in the LS and HS states are different. The na
of the cooperative mechanism may be clarified by both in
and intermolecular interactions. The evidence of interm
lecular interactions can be found in the structure determ
tion of this compound@Fe~dpp!2~NCS!2] • py.6 The crystal
structure shows that ligand rings of molecules are stac
parallel to each other~interplanar distance is 3.5 Å!, forming
a column structure with strongp –p interactions. The sol-
vent pyridine molecule inserts between these columns
may cause the intercolumn van der Waals interactions.
compare to other spin crossover complexes in the family
Fe~phen!2~NCS!2 , the ligand dpp has larger aromatic ring
ge
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to have stronger conductive ability ofp electrons. This abil-
ity will enhance the inter-molecular interactions and coo
erative effects. It is also possible that intramolecular co
pling of the Fe ion with the molecular distortion occurred,
predicated for Fe~phen!2~NCS!2 by Sasaki.11

In summary, we have studied the cooling speed a
cooling field dependence of the spin crossover in comp
@Fe~dpp!2~NCS!2] •py. A low temperature metastable H
state is realized by zero field cooling or rapid field coolin
however, it can be destroyed by slow field cooling. The s
transition from HS to LS state is a dynamic process. T
completion of the transition depends on both temperat
and time, but on the other side, the completion is also p
turbed by the applied magnetic field. The effect of cooli
field and cooling speed showed a new light onto the und
standing the cooperative effect associated with struc
changing in spin crossover, although it is difficult to defi
the relationship between the spin conversion and coopera
effects.
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